WELLHEAD AND PIPELINE PROTECTION BY CHE:

Thank you for the opportunity to introduce CHE wellhead and pipeline monitoring and surveillance system. The system highlights include:

1. Deterrent
2. Pipeline and wellhead integrity
3. Pipeline and wellhead Security
4. Pipeline and wellhead community HS&E
5. Non lethal and
6. Community Oriented

The system component is made up of unique sensors and devices for total pipeline AND wellhead protection. Some of these components include but not limited to

1. WATCHDOG system
2. Drones
3. GEOPHONE SENSORS
4. CAMERAS etc

A brief overview:

“WATCHDOG SYSTEM”

The “WATCHDOG”, is a patented system designed to cost effectively increases the efficiency, security and safety factors for pipeline operations personnel, to help energy companies monitor important status and performance parameters related to their remote pipeline operations without leaving their office.

WELLHEAD PROTECTION:

We have

- CHE DESIGNED WELLHEAD PROTECTION SYSTEMS
- CUSTOM DESIGNED WELLHEAD PROTECTION

WE PROVIDE

- ANTI-TERRORIST PROTECTION
- LIVESTOCK GRAZING PROTECTION
- PROTECTION FROM VEHICLE TRAFFICK
- WE PROVIDE EASY ACCESS FOR COMPLETION, PRODUCING, AND SERVICING.

We are looking at long term partnership in providing unique services to you and your team. As we look forward to a long term relationship, we will be ready to provide more information on these technologies at your earliest convenience.

Again, thank you for your continued assistance and best regards.